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Separation of Overlapping Linear Frequency
Modulated (LFM) Signals using the
Fractional Fourier Transform
D M J Cowell, and S Freear, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Linear frequency modulated (LFM) excitation combined with pulse compression provides an increase in signal to
noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver. LFM signals are of longer duration than pulsed signals of the same bandwidth. Consequently,
in many practical situations, maintaining temporal separation
between echoes is not possible. Where analysis is performed
on individual LFM signals, a separation technique is required.
Time windowing is unable to separate signals overlapping in
time. Frequency domain filtering is unable to separate signals
with overlapping spectra. This paper describes a method to
separate time overlapping LFM signals through the application of
the fractional Fourier transform (FrFT), a transform operating
in both time and frequency domains. A short introduction to
the FrFT, its operation and calculation are presented. The
proposed signal separation method is illustrated by application
to a simulated ultrasound signal, created by the summation
of multiple time overlapping LFM signals and the component
signals recovered with ±0.6% spectral error. The results of an
experimental investigation are presented where the proposed
separation method is applied to time overlapping LFM signals,
created by the transmission of a LFM signal through a stainless
steel plate and water-filled pipe.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N many ultrasound measurement systems, time and frequency analysis methods operate on individual ultrasonic
signals and are unable to support signals overlapping in time.
Individual ultrasonic signals must be separable. When multiple
signals have a temporal overlap, time domain windowing is
unable to provide a method of signal separation. Frequency
domain filtering is unable to provide signal separation due to
the similarity between spectra of the ultrasound echo signals.
Frequency domain analysis of time overlapping signals using
the Fourier transformation does not produce the spectrum of
the individual signals. The frequency-phase relationship of the
individual signals is incoherent causing periodic constructive
and destructive interference, resulting in a spectrum with
irregular characteristics that is representative of the combined
signal rather than the individual ultrasound signals.
Time overlapping ultrasound signals are encountered whenever the ultrasound signal(s) duration is longer than time
delay between echoes. For example, industrial applications
where this condition is found are in the non-destructive testing
(NDT) of laminates or plates and non-invasive measurements
on metal industrial vessels and pipes. In medical applications,
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tissues contains complex structures that reflect the ultrasound
wave. In both these cases the overlapping condition is due a
combination of layer thickness, or distance between reflectors,
and ultrasonic speed in the material. Either the overlapping
condition must be removed or analysis capable of operating
on overlapping signals is required.
One potential solution to eliminate the condition of overlapping echoes would be to use broadband transducers with
a high central frequency and pulsed excitation creating an
ultrasonic wave of shorter duration than the period between
echoes [1]. Unfortunately, whilst this approach may be able
to eliminate the overlapping condition, as attenuation generally
increases with frequency, using high frequency transducers is
not suitable for every measurement situation. The case in point
is where highly attenuating material and long ultrasonic path
lengths are found resulting in insufficient signal to noise ratio
(SNR) at the receiver. Excitation voltage may be increased
to the physical limit of the transducer to attempt to achieve
sufficient SNR at the receiver. If increasing the excitation
energy is unable to achieve the required SNR at the receiver,
then the operating frequency must be lowered, reintroducing
the overlapping condition.
Methods for the separation of overlapping broadband ultrasonic signals have been suggested by various authors [2]–[4].
These analysis methods attempt to model the physical systems
that would generate the received signal. With modelling,
solutions are not always unique and the implementations
potentially complicated.
The use of a long duration excitation signal provides a
means to increase the energy of an ultrasound signal without
increasing the peak power, hence overcoming limitations in
excitation voltage. Continuous wave (CW), or tone burst
excitation, whilst increasing excitation energy, is narrowband
and contains no spectral information. Time overlapping CW
signals cannot be separated using time domain techniques and
as each ultrasound signal is the same frequency, frequency
domain filtering techniques are unable to provide signal separation.
Linear frequency modulated (LFM) excitation, like CW excitation, allows the use of long duration excitation to increase
excitation energy without increasing peak power. However
unlike CW, LFM signals are broadband and the bandwidth
can be set to utilize all the transducer’s available bandwidth.
Broadband ultrasound waves take on the spectral characteristics of the material through which they travel, allowing
opportunities for material characterisation based on spectral
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analysis of the received signal. LFM excitation provides
many advantages beyond that of both pulsed broadband or
CW narrowband excitation. Pulse compression using matched
filters allows the compression of long duration LFM signals
into narrow peaks recovering axial resolution and providing
a gain in SNR at the receiver. In medical applications, the
gain in SNR is used to allow imaging deeper into the body
and reduce image noise. In industrial applications, the gain
in SNR can provide an increase in measurement range or
allow the use of materials with increased attenuation. Although
pulse compression allows the identification of the magnitude
of time overlapping LFM signals, pulse compression, time,
or frequency analysis techniques do not allow separation and
analysis of the individual component LFM signals.
Whilst a LFM signal is broadband, the linear relationship
between frequency and time allows the signal to be considered
to be narrowband at any instant in time. If multiple LFM
signals are overlapping in time and a time delay exists between
each LFM signal, then the signals are unique and can be
separated in instantaneous frequency.
This paper explores the application of the fractional Fourier
transform (FrFT), a time-frequency transform, to the separation of LFM signals overlapping in the time domain. In section
II, the basic properties of the LFM signals are introduced
and a synthetic ultrasound signal is created by superimposing
multiple time overlapping LFM signals. Section III describes
the fractional Fourier transform, the discrete time fractional
Fourier transform and methods for its digital calculation. Section IV proposes a method for separation of overlapping LFM
signals using the fractional Fourier transform. This separation
method is demonstrated using the synthetic signal created
in Section II. In Section V, the fractional Fourier transform
based separation method is applied to experimental data from
industrial scenarios where overlapping signals are present.
II. L INEAR F REQUENCY M ODULATED S IGNALS
A linear frequency modulated signal is defined as
(
B
B 2
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
e j2π ( 2T t +( fc − 2 )t )
ψ(t) =
0
otherwise

(1)

where B is the bandwidth, T is the duration and fc is the
central frequency. Calculation of the instantaneous frequency,
fi , of the LFM signal reveals the time-frequency relationship.
The instantaneous frequency of a narrowband signal can be
calculated [5] by
1 0
fi (t) =
φ (t)
(2)
2π
where φ (t) is the instantaneous phase of the signal. The
LFM signal is not narrowband but since the instantaneous
phase of the LFM signal is differentiable then fi can be
interpreted as the dominant frequency at each instant in time.
The instantaneous frequency of the LFM signals is found by
substitution of (1) into (2),
 
B 2
d 2T
t + fc − B2 t
B
B
fi (t) =
= t + fc − ,
(3)
dt
T
2
confirming the linear relationship between frequency and time.
Substitution of the operating limits allows the frequency sweep



interval to be calculated as fc − B2 , fc + B2 , confirming bandwidth, B, centred at frequency, fc . The complex LFM signal,
(1), is windowed in time using an envelope of w(t), with the
real part of the resulting signal, η(t),
η(t) = w(t) · ℜ (ψ(t)) ,

(4)

used as an excitation signal. Due to the linear relationship
between time and instantaneous frequency, windowing in the
time domain affects the frequency content of the signal.
A. Generation of synthetic multicomponent signal comprising
of overlapping LFM signals
A synthetic signal is required to illustrate the use of the FrFT
for decomposing signals containing multiple time overlapping
LFM signals. The synthetic signal mimics an ultrasound wave
reverberating inside a metal plate by the summation of multiple
delayed LFM signals and is defined as
n

e(t) = ∑ ai−1 w(t − id − c)ℜ (ψ(t − id − c)) .

(5)

i=1

n is the total number of LFM components, a controls the rate
of decay of signal magnitude, d the time delay between each
LFM component and c the initial time delay. Each component
LFM signal shares the following common characteristics:
having a central frequency, fc , of 2.5 MHz, bandwidth, B, of
2.5 MHz and duration, D, of 10 µs. The initial delay, c, was
chosen to be 1.5 µs, with a delay between each component, d,
of 3 µs. The peak magnitude of each successive LFM signal
has a decaying magnitude such that a is 0.5.
A Hann function was chosen to window the time-magnitude
profile of each LFM signal, mimicking the frequency response
of a typical broadband transducer. The Hann window, also
known as the raised cosine window, is defined as
 1

2πt
for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
2 1 − cos T
w(t) =
(6)
0
otherwise
where T is the total duration of the window.
To limit the synthetic signal’s duration, the summation is
performed on the first five component LFM signals (i=5).
As the magnitude of the individual components decays, their
effect becomes negligible. The five component LFM signals
and the composite signal are shown in figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the spectra of the five individual component LFM signals and that of the composite signal after
Fourier transformation. The individual component signals have
a smooth spectra due to the application of Hann window and
decaying maximum magnitude. The spectrum of the composite
signal is not smooth as the frequency-phase relationship of the
individual component signals is incoherent causing periodic
constructive and destructive interference.
As the individual component signals overlap in both the
time and frequency domains, time windowing or frequency
domain filtering is unable to separate the signals. The time
delay between the component signals results in their separation
in the time-frequency plane. The fractional Fourier transform
(FrFT) provides a method for manipulating signals in both
time and frequency, allowing separation of signals overlapping
in both the time and frequency domains.
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Fig. 1. Construction of synthetic ultrasound signal through the summation
of five LFM signals overlapping in the time domain

III. T HE F RACTIONAL F OURIER T RANSFORM
In 1980 Namias described the fractional Fourier Transform
(FrFT) in its incomplete form [6], the FrFT being a generalisation of the Fourier Transform (FT). In 1987 McBride and
Kerr published an extended analysis of FrFT [7] upon which
most recent work is based. Whereas the conventional Fourier
transform allows signals in the time domain to be transformed
to the frequency domain and vice versa, the fractional Fourier
transform allows signals to be transformed into a fractional
domain. A fractional domain is neither time nor frequency
but an intermediate domain between both time and frequency
domains.
The Fourier transform is expressed as
Z ∞

X (f) =

B ( f ,t) x (t) dt

(7)

−∞

where B ( f ,t) is the transform kernel,
B ( f ,t) = exp (− j2π f t) ,

(8)

and t is time and f is frequency. The FrFT is defined by
modifying the Fourier transform kernel to the form [7], [8]


Bϕ(x,y) = Aϕ exp jπ x2 cot (ϕ) − 2xy csc (ϕ) + y2 cot (ϕ)
(9)

where x and y define the axes of the fractional domain. Rather
than defining the fraction of the transform as an angle, ϕ, in
the interval [−π, π] radians, a new variable, α, is defined as
the order of the transform, is valid in the interval [-2, 2] and
is defined as
2ϕ
α=
.
(11)
π
Certain transform orders are particularly noteworthy as the
results of the fractional transform are identical to mathematical
transforms [9] commonly used by the ultrasound community
and help to provide an understanding of the functionality of the
FrFT. For instance, when α is equal to 0 (ϕ = 0), the result of
the FrFT is the identity transform, that is, the result is identical
to the time domain signal. When α is equal to 1 (ϕ = π2 ), the
result of the FrFT is identical to that of the Fourier transform
(FT), the frequency domain representation of the signal. When
α is equal to -1 (ϕ = −π
2 ), the fractional transform is identical
to the inverse Fourier transform. All other transform orders
are fractional and do not correspond to conventional Fourier
or time transforms.
The most relevant interpretation of the FrFT to ultrasound
is the clockwise rotation of the Wigner-Ville distribution of a
signal, by angle ϕ, in the time-frequency plane [10], [11].
Such a rotation is illustrated in figure 3 (left) where the
time-frequency plane (t − f ) is rotated clockwise by angle
ϕ forming a new reference plane, (x − y). Many derivations
of the relationship between the FrFT and rotations in the
time-frequency plane have been published [8], [10], [12]. A
practical application of the FrFT is to the pulse compression of
LFM signals, specifically in medical tissue harmonic imaging
[13] and radar [14].
A. Discrete time FrFT
The discrete FrFT rotates the time-frequency plane around
the point, C, defined by the intersection of the zero frequency
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algorithm are similar to that of the fast Fourier transform
(FFT), also of computational complexity O (N logN) [17].
Hence, applications benefiting from the FrFT require minimal
additional implementation cost compared to that of the FFT.
IV. S EPARATION OF OVERLAPPING L INEAR F REQUENCY
M ODULATED SIGNALS USING THE F RACTIONAL F OURIER
T RANSFORM

Fig. 3. Clockwise rotation of time-frequency plane (t − f ) by angle, ϕ,
through the use of the FrFT forming a new reference plane, (x − y) (left).
Rotation of the time-frequency domain using the discrete FrFT indicating the
centre of rotation, Nyquist frequency and unit circle defining the compact
region (right)

axis with half the total duration of the time domain signal,
as illustrated in figure 3 (right). Visualisation is simplified if
the frequency is considered between − fN and fN where fN is
the Nyquist sampling frequency defined as half the sampling
frequency, fs , rather than between 0 and fs .
As the time-frequency domain boundaries are defined and
limited by the sampling frequency and total number of samples, it is possible that signal energy may be rotated outside of
the valid domain. As such, the signal must be compact in the
time-frequency plane, that is, must contain its energy within
the unit circle as defined in figure 3 (right). Signal padding or
interpolation may be required to achieve a compact signal and
will increase the computational power required to perform the
transform.
Direct analysis in the fractional domain is complicated by
the geometrical transformation constituting the FrFT transform. Projection of the time axis onto the fractional axis can be
achieved using simple trigonometrical transformations. Due to
the rotation of the time-frequency plane forming the fractional
plane, time, t, is projected onto the fractional axis, x, by [15]
 απ 
µα = µt cos
,
(12)
2
where α is the transform order. For a discrete sampled
waveform there exists an offset between the origins of the
fractional and time domains that can be calculated by [9]
 απ 
bN
Mα =
sin
(13)
fs
2

Separation of the individual LFM signals from the composite signal is a three stage process:
1. A FrFT of order αopt is performed on the composite signal
transforming the overlapping LFM signals in the time
domain into separable pulses in the fractional domain.
2. The individual pulses are identified and windowed creating multiple signals each containing one pulse.
3. The signals containing the windowed pulses are restored
to the time domain using a FrFT of order −αopt thus
separating the individual LFM signals.
Each stage of the separation process is described in detail
below. Figure 4 illustrates the proposed method with timefrequency plane representations of the signals at each stage of
the separation process. The separation process is illustrated by
the separation of the five overlapping LFM signals from the
composite signal as shown in figure 1.

where b is the LFM start frequency and N total number of
samples.
B. Digital calculation of the FrFT
To date no definitive fast implementation of the discrete
FrFT is known. Authors coining the term fast FrFT are
approximating the continuous FrFT using algorithms based
on the fast Fourier Transform (FFT). However, these approximate implementations are suitable for practical application.
Ozaktas [11], [16] published details of an algorithm for
digital calculation of the FrFT of computational complexity
O (N logN). Computational requirements to implement this

Fig. 4. Signal flow diagram illustrating the three stage required for separation
of temporally overlapping LFM signals using the FrFT

Stage 1: Transform time domain signal using FrFT
A signal consisting of three time overlapping LFM signals,
each with identical spectral characteristics, can be represented
in the time-frequency plane as illustrated in figure 5 (left).
FrFT based rotation of the time-frequency plane (t − f ) by an
optimal angle, ϕopt , forming a new fractional plane, (x − y),
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Fig. 5. Rotation of Wigner-Ville distribution of three overlapping LFM
signals by angle ϕopt using the FrFT to produce three non-overlapping signals
in the projection onto the fractional domain

The rate of change of frequency, ddtf , or chirp rate of the signal, defines the rotation of the individual LFM signals within
the time-frequency plane and hence forms the definition of
the optimal rotation, ϕopt and corresponding optimal transform
order, αopt , required to maximally separate the individual LFM
signals. The optimum transform order αopt can be defined [9]
as
 
2
1
αopt = − tan−1
(14)
π
2a
where a = B/T is the chirp rate, B is the bandwidth in Hertz
and T is the total signal duration in seconds. It should be noted
that calculation of αopt only requires knowledge of the chirp
rate, a known excitation parameter. The central frequency of
individual LFM signals and their location in the time domain
signal is not required.
Since the input to the discrete FrFT is time sampled and
hence according to Nyquist sampling theory limited in frequency to ± fs , calculation of the optimal transform order requires knowledge of the time and frequency resolution of the
system, δt and δ f respectively. The optimal discrete transform
order, αopt (discrete) , is defined as [18]


2
−1 δ f /δt
αopt (discrete) = − tan
(15)
π
2a
where δ f = fs /N and δt = 1/ fs , therefore
 2 
2
f /N
αopt (discrete) = − tan−1 s
π
2a

(16)

where fs is the sampling frequency in Hertz, N is the total
number of time samples in waveform and a is the chirp rate.
The proposed method is applied to the composite signal
described in II-A. The LFM signals have a bandwidth, B, of
2.5 MHz and duration, D, of 10 µs. The composite signal
has a sampling frequency, fs , of 100 MHz and total duration
of 25 µs, hence the total number of samples, N, is 2500.
Using (16) the optimal transform order for the composite LFM
signals is calculated as αopt = −0.9841. The FrFT is performed
in Matlab using the algorithm of Ozaktas [11], [16].

Figure 6 (top) shows the first component LFM signal, as
defined by (5), after applying the FrFT transformation of optimal order (αopt = −0.9841). Like the FFT, the output of the
FrFT is complex. In the fractional domain, the magnitude (and
phase) of the signal should be examined rather than the real
and imaginary data. To aid interpretation, time has been projected onto the the fractional axis using (12) and (13).
Applying the FrFT transform of optimal order, αopt , to an
LFM signal maximally compresses the signal in the fractional
domain, where a mainlobe and sidelobes with decaying magnitude are found. This illustrates the use of the FrFT for pulse
compression of LFM signals.
Stage 2: Windowing in the fractional domain
The composite signal, after applying the FrFT of optimal
order, is shown in figure 6 (middle). Although the mainlobe
associated with each component LFM signal is clearly visible,
they are in fact superimposed with the sidelobes from adjacent
signals.
In order to perform separation of the LFM signals, a rectangular window is placed around each mainlobe and the composite signal split into five signals. The width of the window
has been optimised so that energy from a single signal is maximised whilst minimising the energy from adjacent signals. In
this simulation the width of the rectangular window is the same
as the separation of the LFM signals, centred on the mainlobe.
Figure 6 (bottom) shows the composite signal, in the optimum
fractional domain, split into five individual signals.
Rectangular windowing is used so that the energy distribution of the composite signal is maintained when individual
signals are created. It is also possible to use a Tukey [19]
(tapered cosine) window with α, the tapering coefficient, such
that the amplitude of the mainlobe is undistorted. The use
of windows which distort the amplitude of the mainlobe, for
example Hann, Blackman-Harris or Gaussian windows, would
introduce significant signal distortion in the time, frequency or
fraction domains.
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results in the individual LFM signals being perpendicular to
the fractional axis, x, as illustrated in figure 5 (right). Under
this optimal condition the projections of the LFM signals on
the fractional axis are maximally separated.
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Fig. 6. First component LFM signal (i = 1) (top) and composite signal (middle) after transformation into the optimal fractional domain (αopt = −0.9841).
Five component signals after windowing in the optimal fractional domain
(bottom).
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Stage 3: Restore windowed signal to time domain
The individual windowed signals in the fractional domain
are restored to the time domain using the inverse FrFT (iFrFT),
a FrFT transformation of order −αopt , resulting in separation
of the individual component LFM signals. The output of the
proposed separation method process, s(t), can be described
mathematically as

s(t) = F−αopt w Fαopt (e(t))
(17)
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Synthetic signals are useful to assess the potential of the
FrFT. Experimental validation has been performed to ensure
that the effects of excitation and receiver circuitry, transducer
and wave propagation on the ultrasonic signal do not severely
impact the FrFT performance. The results from two experimental investigations are presented to assess the application of
FrFT based LFM signal separation to non-invasive industrial
measurement.
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where Fαopt is the optimal fractional transform, w(x), is the
window in the fractional domain and e(t) is the input signal.
The original composite signal created in section II-A and
the individual LFM signals after separation by the proposed
method are shown in figure 7. Comparison of the separated
LFM signals with the original component signals in the time
domain shows successful extraction. The separated signals are
not shifted in phase and have a maximum amplitude error
of ±0.6% compared to the original component signals. The
spectra of the separated LFM signals are shown in figure
8 along with summation of the spectra of all the separated
signals. The summation of the separated spectra is free from
constructive and destructive interference present in that of
figure 2. Figure 9 shows the percentage error between the
spectra of the original component LFM signals and the separated signals, showing a maximum spectral error of ±0.6% is
achieved using the proposed separation method. These small
errors occur in the time and frequency domains and have
two potential sources, both of which will distort the extracted
signals. Firstly, windowing in the fractional domain cannot
include the entire sidebands of the signal. Secondly, upon
windowing a signal in the fractional domain, the sidebands
of other signals are also windowed.
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A. Experimental Setup
In the first investigation, a 6 mm, 304 grade stainless steel
plate was placed in a water bath with a pitch catch transducer
configuration for transmission measurements as illustrated in
figure 10. This setup could be found in the immersion testing
of metal components. Transmission of a single ultrasonic wave
through the plate will result in the formation of a series of
echoes with decaying magnitude, separated by the round trip
time of the metal plate.
The immersion transducers used were model V323 manufactured by Olympus NDT with a central frequency of
2.25 MHz and fractional bandwidth of 55%. A custom linear
frequency modulated excitation circuit [20] was used. The
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Fig. 8. Spectra of individual extracted LFM signals and summation on
individual spectra

excitation parameters were frequency, f0 , of 2.25 MHz, bandwidth, B, of 2.5 MHz, duration, D, of 10 µs and excitation
voltage, Vpk-pk of 180 V. The receiver was a LeCroy 44Xi
oscillscope, with a sampling frequency, fs of 100 MHz,
input impedence of 1 MΩ and 8 bit ADC. The receiving
transducer was connected directly to the oscilloscope input
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Schematic representation of experimental setup for ultrasound
transmission through a stainless steel pipe
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Fig. 10.
Schematic representation of experimental setup for ultrasound
transmission through a stainless steel plate

In the second investigation, measurements of the transmission of a LFM ultrasonic signal through a water-filled steel
pipe were made as illustrated in figure 11. The pipe was 5 inch
nominal diameter, schedule 80, manufactured from 304 grade
stainless steel. The internal diameter of the pipe was 122.2 mm
and wall thickness 9.5 mm. This setup is as would be found in
non-invasive measurement on pipelines. Transmission of a single ultrasonic wave through the pipe does not result in echoes
with decaying magnitude. Instead, due to echoes formed in
both sides of the pipe wall superimposing, the magnitude increases, peaks, then decays. The experimental apparatus used
is identical to that described above.
B. Results and Analysis
Figure 12 (top) shows the received ultrasonic waveform after transmission through the stainless steel plate. Initially, between 35 and 40 µs, a LFM signal is visible. Once the echo
signals are received, superimposition and interference between
the overlapping echoes makes the received signal appear as a

series of discrete broadband pulses rather than a long duration
LFM signal. Inspection in the time domain does not allow
analysis of the waveform.
Applying (16) and with knowledge of the excitation parameters, the optimum FrFT transform order, αopt , was calculated
to be -0.844. After applying the FrFT of order αopt to the
time domain signal, the signal is maximally compressed in
the fractional domain. The resulting waveform is presented in
figure 12. The individual echoes are clearly visible and separable in the optimum fractional domain as individual peaks
with decaying magnitude. The direct transmission pulse and
first five echoes were windowed and restored to the time domain, using the inverse FrFT of optimal order. These five LFM
signals are shown in figure 12. An FFT was performed on
the original received signal and the five separated signals as
shown in figure 13. The spectrum of the original signal has the
same interference characteristics as that found in the simulated
waveforms in figure 2. The extracted spectra are free from
interference and have the same broadband characteristics of a
single LFM signal.
Figure 14 (top) shows the received ultrasonic waveform,
consisting of overlapping direct transmission and echo signals,
after transmission through the water filled stainless steel pipe.
In the time domain, no individual signal component is visible. As the excitation parameters remain unchanged between
the two experimental investigations, the optimum transform
order remains -0.844. In the optimum fractional domain the
individual signals can be identified (figure 14 (middle)). Due
to the change in experimental geometry and the presence of
two pipe walls, each generating echoes which in turn superimpose, the pulse magnitude initially increases before peaking
and decaying. After windowing in the fractional domain the
individual signals are restored to the time domain as shown
in figure 14 (bottom). The spectra of the direct transmission
signal and individual echoes are shown in figure 15 and do
not show interference.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper has described a time-frequency filtering technique, using the fractional Fourier transform (FrFT), for the
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separation of temporally overlapping LFM ultrasound signals.
Combining LFM excitation with pulse compression provides
an increase in SNR at the receiver which is beneficial for ultrasound measurements where high signal attenuation is found.
LFM signals are of longer duration that pulsed signals, increasing the possibility of echoes temporally overlapping. Temporally overlapping LFM signals cannot be separated using conventional time domain windowing or frequency domain filtering as their spectra overlap. The FrFT allows filtering to
be performed spatially in the time-frequency plane thus overcoming limitations of filtering in either the time or frequency
domains. Transformation of temporally overlapping LFM signals with an FrFT of optimum order, as defined by the chirp
rate of the LFM excitation, maximally compresses the signal in
the fractional domain. Temporally overlapping signals become
separated upon which windowing is performed to isolate individual signals. Depending on the application, these signals can
be transformed into either the time or frequency domains for
further analysis. The technique has been demonstrated using
simulated temporally overlapping LFM signals. Comparing the
spectra of the source signals with those of the FrFT separated
signals showed a maximum magnitude error of ±0.6%.
This technique is especially suited to the analysis of ultrasound signals created where layered structures are encountered
creating temporally overlapping echoes. As such, two experimental investigations have shown the successful separation of
temporally overlapping echoes created in immersion testing
of stainless steel plates and non-invasive transmission through
a water-filled stainless steel pipe. Many practical industrial
applications are found such as composites analysis, non-invasive flow measurement, multi-phase flow imaging and spectroscopy. This FrFT based signal separation technique shows
great potential as the ability to decompose temporally overlapping signals will allow the development of new measurement
applications.
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